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Bosonic interference is a fundamental physical phenomenon, and it is believed to lie at the heart
of quantum computational advantage. It is thus necessary to develop practical tools to witness its
presence, both for a reliable assessment of a quantum source and for fundamental investigations.
Here we describe how linear interferometers can be used to unambiguously witness genuine n-boson
indistinguishability. The amount of violation of the proposed witnesses bounds the degree of multi-
boson indistinguishability, for which we also provide a novel intuitive model using set theory. We
experimentally implement this test to bound the degree of 3-photon indistinguishability in states we
prepare using parametric down-conversion. Our approach results in a convenient tool for practical
photonic applications, and may inspire further fundamental advances based on the operational
framework we adopt.
Introduction — Various notions of non-classicality,
such as steering and nonlocality, are believed to of-
fer different effective resources for quantum infor-
mation processing [1]. Similarly, quantum interfer-
ence promises to enable several applications in quan-
tum information, ranging from quantum communi-
cation [2] to quantum computation [3] and simula-
tion [4]. A paradigmatic example of two-particle in-
terference is the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) effect in a
balanced beam splitter [5], where output events with
a single photon per mode are strictly suppressed.
In the many-particle setting, the model known as
Boson Sampling [6] results in computational advan-
tage fuelled by quantum interference between n pho-
tons evolving in a multi-mode linear-optical network.
This promising model has resulted in a number of
experiments implementing these devices [7–19]. Fol-
lowing the recognition of the important role that
quantum correlations play in quantum information
protocols [20], various functionals have been pro-
posed to quantify correlations [1, 21] or to testify
the non-separability of specific quantum states [22].
Along the same lines, it is essential to witness and
quantify multi-particle quantum interference as a re-
source to achieve quantum advantage.
Different techniques to discriminate indistinguish-
able bosons from distinguishable ones have been pro-
posed [23–30] and experimentally verified [31–38],
allowing the observation of genuine multi-particle
quantum interference in specific scenarios. More-
over, it was recently suggested [39, 40] that inves-
tigating intrinsically multi-particle interference be-
yond pairwise correlations is essential to obtain more
complete knowledge of the full interference land-
scape. However, up to now no experimental pro-
cedure has been proposed to directly witness and
quantify genuine n-photon indistinguishability.
In this Letter we propose a novel interferometric
scheme capable of witnessing and quantifying gen-
uine n-photon indistinguishability. We test a con-
crete implementation of the scheme in the form of
a linear-optical bulk interferometer, which we use
to characterize various indistinguishability regimes
of three-photon states, reached by means of spec-
tral filtering and temporal delays. Furthermore, we
propose an intuitive set-theoretic model that cap-
tures quantitative features of genuine multi-photon
indistinguishability. Our results show that it is pos-
sible to quantify true n-photon interference with rel-
atively little experimental effort, using an interfero-
metric setup suitable to miniaturisation using inte-
grated photonic circuits [13, 41–44], and which can
be scaled up efficiently using known schemes [34, 45].
Partial photon distinguishability — Let us first
consider the case of n photons having some degree of
indistinguishability, whose state can be described by
the formalism developed in [46–48]. In these papers,
the starting point is a set of spectral distributions for
the photons, which we denote as |φi〉, such that two
photons i and j are perfectly identical if 〈φi|φj〉 = 1
and distinguishable if 〈φi|φj〉 = 0. These distribu-
tions can carry information not only about actual
spectra (i.e. frequency distributions), but also about
spatial modes, polarization, and in general any pho-
tonic degree of freedom that is inaccessible to the
detectors. As shown in [14, 46–48], any state in a
regime of partial distinguishability can be written
as a convex combination of extremal distinguishabil-
ity regimes, where arbitrary subsets of photons are
perfectly identical to each other but distinguishable
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2FIG. 1. Family of interferometers capable of witness-
ing genuine n-photon indistinguishability. QFT is the
Quantum Fourier Transform acting on (n − 1) modes.
Each output of the QFT is connected to a 50/50 beam
splitter. As discussed in the main text, no mixture of ex-
tremal states with less than n indistinguishable photons
can result in a probability of bunching pb >
2n−3
2n−2 .
from the rest. We denote these extremal density ma-
trices by ρ~S , where
~S is some string of letters that
label identical photons. For example, ρAAA labels a
state of three identical photons, ρABA labels a state
where the first and third photons are identical but
perfectly distinguishable from the second, and so on.
Using this notation, we write the general n-photon
state as
ρ = c1 ρAAA...A +
∑
i
ci ρ ~Si , (1)
where the sum runs over all possible decompositions
of n photons into subsets, with the exception of the
state we denoted explicitly; naturally, 0 ≤ ci ≤ 1
and
∑
i ci = 1. In the formalism of [46–48], the ci’s
are subject to constraints coming from the assump-
tion that each photon i is in some pure state |φi〉.
Here we consider the more general scenario where
the photons can be in an arbitrary convex combina-
tion (with non-unique decompositions, in general).
We then propose the following criterion: a state ρ
(as in Eq. (1)) displays genuine n-photon indistin-
guishability if c1 > 0 in all of its convex decomposi-
tions.
Next we will describe a family of interferome-
ters which can be used to experimentally demon-
strate genuine n-photon indistinguishability. Our
approach can be interpreted in an adversarial sense:
if a source produces states with no support on the
ideal n-photon state, i.e., if c1 = 0 for some decom-
position of the state, it would fail the test no matter
what mixtures it creates of the remaining extremal
states.
Interferometers witnessing genuine n-photon in-
distinguishability — Consider the family of inter-
ferometers depicted in Fig. 1, parametrized by the
number of photons n. These interferometers consist
of a single (n − 1)-mode discrete Quantum Fourier
Transform (in layer A), followed by a sequence of
50/50 beam splitters connecting each QFT output
mode with a different single mode from the bottom
half of the interferometer (layer B). Note that all
beam splitters in layer B can be implemented in par-
allel. Intuitively, this interferometer is similar to a
set of n− 1 HOM tests in parallel, between the top
input photon (which we call the reference photon)
and every other.
Acting on an input state of n indistinguishable
photons, our interferometer results in a probability
of bunching pb = 1, due to the standard HOM in-
terference of the reference photon in the top mode
with one of the others. What is the probability
of bunching for other extremal states? Note that
r
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FIG. 2. Scheme of the experimental apparatus to test
for genuine 3-photon indistinguishability. Three-photon
states are generated by a parametric down-conversion
source operating in the double-pair emission regime (top
right inset). Photons are made indistinguishable in po-
larization, spectrum and temporal delay, which was em-
ployed to control the degree of distinguishability. One
photon (r) is split via a fiber beam splitter, and each
output path interferes with one of the other photons in
a second layer of beam splitters (see bottom left inset for
a scheme of the circuit). Each output mode is measured
by a detection block (bottom right inset) able to dis-
criminate one- and two-photon contributions. Legend:
BBO - Beta Barium Borate crystal, HWP - half-wave
plate, PBS - polarizing beam splitter, FBS - fiber beam
splitter, QWP - quarter-wave plate, BS - beam splitter,
MFBS - multimode fiber beam splitter, APD - avalanche
photodiode.
3the reference photon interferes with each of the bot-
tom (n− 1) input photons with uniform probability
1
(n−1) . Due to the HOM effect, if the two interfer-
ing photons are distinguishable (indistinguishable),
the no-collision probability is 1/2 (zero). Thus, each
of the (n − 1) bottom photons that is distinguish-
able from the reference photon will result in a no-
collision probability of q = 12
1
(n−1) . If m of the
bottom photons are distinguishable from the ref-
erence photon, the probability of bunching will be
pb = 1 − mq = 1 − m2(n−1) . We see that the only
extremal input state that achieves perfect bunching
consists of exactly n indistinguishable photons (i.e.
m = 0). Moreover, any convex combination of ex-
tremal states with fewer indistinguishable photons
must have a bunching probability satisfying
pb ≤ p∗ ≡ 2n− 3
2n− 2 , (2)
where we identify the threshold value p∗ for the
bunching probability pb. By picking different refer-
ence photons we actually obtain n different inequal-
ities of form (2); a violation of any of them serves as
a witness of genuine n-photon indistinguishability,
that is, guarantees that c1 > 0 in Eq. (1).
The amount of violation of any of our witnesses
(2) can be translated into bounds for the degree of
genuine n-photon indistinguishability. To that end,
assume first the worst-case scenario with a state of
the type
ρ = c1 ρAAA...A + (1− c1) ρABA...A, (3)
where ρABA...A is some state that saturates the
bound of Eq. (2). The probability of bunching pb
is then:
pb = c1 + (1− c1) p∗ (4)
This gives a lower bound on the value of c1. An anal-
ogous argument using the best-case scenario where
photons are either all identical or all distinguishable
leads to an upper bound. These together give the
following range of values for c1:
pb − p∗
1− p∗ ≤ c1 ≤ 2pb − 1, (5)
Thus, the amount of violation pb − p∗ quantifies
the amount of genuine n-photon indistinguishabil-
ity. Note also that asymptotically (in n) we have
p∗ = 1 − O(1/n). This means that, although our
test becomes more stringent as n increases, it is also
efficient, in the sense that we expect to be able to
resolve the gap between pb and p∗ with a number of
events that scales like a polynomial in n.
Interpretation in terms of set theory — We now
present a simple and intriguing interpretation of co-
efficient c1 in Eq. 1 in terms of set theory. Let us
associate a set with each single-photon state, and
associate the size of the pairwise intersection of two
sets |A∩B| with |〈A|B〉|2, i.e. the probability that a
photon in state |A〉 passes for a photon in state |B〉
[49]. The sets used to model single-photon states
then have size one, as |A| = |A ∩ A| = |〈A|A〉|2 = 1
for any A. Now let us take n sets Ai (i = 1, 2, ..., n)
to represent the states of n photons, and consider
the (n−1) pairwise intersections of a single reference
set (call it Ar) with all others. In the Supplemental
Material [50] we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Consider n sets Ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
each of size 1. For any r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, define
Ir =
∑
j|j 6=r
|Ar ∩Aj |. (6)
Then, for all r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the size of the com-
mon intersection of all sets satisfies
2− n+ Ir ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n⋂
j=1
Aj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1n− 1Ir (7)
Let us now interpret this theorem in the light of
our proposed association between pairwise set in-
tersections and two-photon overlaps. First, recall
that in the two-photon HOM effect, the probability
of bunching can be given in terms of the two-photon
overlap as pHOMb (r, j) = (1+|〈r|j〉|2)/2 [49, 51]. Now
note that pb for our interferometer is the average
probability of bunching of (n−1) independent HOM
tests between the reference photon (label it r) and
all the others. If we use this to rewrite the bounds of
Eq. (7) in terms pairwise photon overlaps, we find
that
∣∣∩nj=1Aj∣∣ satisfies exactly the same bounds as c1
in eq. (5). This suggests we identify these two quan-
tities, i.e. the size of the intersection
∣∣∩nj=1Aj∣∣ on the
set-theoretic side of the argument with the value of
c1, characterizing genuine n-photon indistinguisha-
bility. Our intuitive, operational interpretation for
pairwise set intersections leads us to a nontrivial but
consistent operational interpretation of
∣∣∩nj=1Aj∣∣ as
well.
Experimental implementation — We now describe
the experimental scheme designed to witness and
quantify genuine 3-photon indistinguishability. To
generate the 3-photon states we used 4-fold coin-
cidence events from a parametric down-conversion
(PDC) source. One of the four photons acts as a
trigger, heralding the other three that are injected
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FIG. 3. Histograms of observed probability distributions over outputs for different distinguishability regimes (top of
each panel), obtained via relative delays between input photons. In all histograms events are ordered first by output
beam splitter (BS1, modes 1 and 2: left; BS2, modes 3 and 4: right) and then by type of event (bunching: orange B;
no-bunching: blue N). Bars are sorted following the mode assignment list shown in panel AAA, with mode numbers
colored according to type of event. For each BS, orange shaded regions indicate the bunching probability p
(BS)
b
(rescaled by 0.1 to fit the plot). pb for BS1 and BS2 helps identify the distinguishability between their photons and
the reference one, i.e. p
(BS1)
b ∼ p(BS2)b for AAA, ABB, ABC, p(BS1)b > p(BS2)b for AAB, p(BS1)b < p(BS2)b for ABA. Data
are corrected by excluding events with n > 3 photons due to PDC multi-pair emission (see Supplemental Material
[50]).
into the interferometer after proper synchronization.
The interferometer is made up of two layers: layer
A consists of a single-mode in-fiber balanced beam
splitter, while layer B comprises two beam splitters,
each connected to layer A via one input port. A
schematic representation of the setup is shown in
Fig. 2, with further information in the Supplemen-
tal Material [50]. We measured the probability of
bunching events pb for all five extremal states of 3
photons (Eq. (1)), by introducing appropriate tem-
poral delays and collecting up to N ≥ 2000 events
per state. In Fig. 3 we report the full set of out-
put measurements for all extremal states of dis-
tinguishability. In Fig. 4 we report the measured
values of pb for all extremal states. For the fully
indistinguishable state, our measured witness was
pb = 0.805 ± 0.012, which according to our bounds
from Eq. (2) guarantees that c1 must lie in the inter-
val 0.22 ± 0.04 ≤ c1 ≤ 0.61 ± 0.02, thus confirming
genuine 3-photon indistinguishability. In fact, from
the experimental data in Fig. 3 we can obtain a
tighter upper bound for c1. It is easy to check that
the probability of bunching of state (1) for beam-
splitter BS1 satisfies 2p
HOM
b (BS1)−1 = c1+c2, where
c2 is associated with state ρAAB . Since all cj ≥ 0,
c1 ≤ 2pHOMb (BS1) − 1. An analogous reasoning for
BS2 gives c1 ≤ 2pHOMb (BS2) − 1. We can read out
pHOMb for BS1 and BS2 in Fig. 3a; the smaller of
the two is pHOMb (BS1) = 0.78 ± 0.01, which results
in the tighter bound c1 ≤ 0.57 ± 0.02. Incidentally,
these tighter upper bounds for c1 also have a precise
counterpart in our proposed set-theoretical model
(see Supplemental Material [50]). As expected, for
all other scenarios the threshold p∗ for genuine 3-
photon indistinguishability is not violated (see Fig.
4).
In order to investigate in more detail how pb de-
pends on degrees of freedom other than time-of-
arrival, we reduced the spectral indistinguishability
by removing the interferential filters at the source,
while keeping the photons temporally synchronized.
With this set-up, our measured probability of bunch-
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FIG. 4. Measured bunching probabilities pb for differ-
ent regimes of distinguishability, i.e. when the reference
photon r is synchronized temporally with all the others
(p1, p2) (blue), only one (purple) or none (red) (shown
on the right). Red bars exhibit similar behaviours since
the test does not discriminate the two cases. Purple bars
are slightly different due to the overlap between photons
belonging to the same or different pair. The dashed blue
(red) vertical line is the threshold for indistinguishable
(distinguishable) particles. Solid lines are the thresholds
that account for the non-ideal unitary implementation
(see Supplemental Material [50]).
ing was pb = 0.66 ± 0.01, well below the minimum
threshold necessary to witness genuine multi-photon
indistinguishability.
Discussion — Multi-particle interference is a key
resource for metrology and optical quantum com-
putation. In this Letter we tackle the problem
of testing whether a photon source prepares states
with genuine n-photon indistinguishability, as op-
posed to convex combinations of states in which ef-
fectively only a smaller number of photons interfere.
Our scheme is simple, scalable and, when applied
to single-photon states, can be implemented using
only elementary linear-optical elements. We experi-
mentally demonstrate the protocol by characterizing
three-photon states in all extremal regimes of distin-
guishability. Furthermore, we propose a model for
multi-boson indistinguishability in terms of set the-
ory, a connection that we expect will foster further
theoretical investigations. Ultimately, its relatively
low technological requirements make the implemen-
tation of our test suitable for miniaturization using
integrated photonic circuits, which encourages its
adoption in the characterization of large-scale multi-
photon applications.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Theorem proof — In this supplemental section we
prove the theorem about set intersections, referred
to in the main text:
Theorem: Consider n sets Ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
each of size 1. For any r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, define
Ir =
∑
j|j 6=r
|Ar ∩Aj |. (8)
Then, for all r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the size of the com-
mon intersection of all sets satisfies
2− n+ Ir ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n⋂
j=1
Aj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1n− 1Ir (9)
Proof. Let us first prove the lower bound. Label
the elements of the chosen reference set Ar (of size
one) by a continuous index λ ∈ (0, 1). Define a set
membership function µi(λ) associated with the set
intersection Ai∩Ar, indicating which elements eλ ∈
Ar are also in Ai:
µi(λ) =
{
1 if eλ ∈ (Ai ∩Ar)
0 if eλ /∈ (Ai ∩Ar) (10)
The size of each intersection Ai∩Ar is determined by
integration over λ of the corresponding membership
function:
|Ai ∩Ar| =
∫ 1
0
µi(λ)dλ. (11)
The functions µj(λ) (j 6= r) can be used to
obtain bounds on the size of the common in-
tersection ∩nj=1Aj . An element eλ belongs to
∩nj=1Aj iff it belongs to all (n − 1) pairwise in-
tersections, i.e. iff
∑
j 6=r µj(λ) = n − 1. This
means that the set membership function for ∩nj=1Aj
is max
[
0,
(∑
j|j 6=r µj(λ)
)
− (n− 2)
]
. Integrating
over λ, we obtain the size of the common intersec-
tion, and a simple lower bound for it:
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n⋂
j=1
Aj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∫ 1
0
max
0,
∑
j|j 6=r
µj(λ)
− (n− 2)
 dλ
≥
∫ 1
0
∑
j|j 6=r
µj(λ)− (n− 2)
 dλ
=
∫ 1
0
∑
j|j 6=r
µj(λ)
 dλ− (n− 2)
=
∑
j|j 6=r
[∫ 1
0
µj(λ)dλ
]
− (n− 2) (12)
Recognizing the integrals in the last expression as
the size of the pairwise intersections, we obtain∣∣∣∣∣∣
n⋂
j=1
Aj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 2− n+
∑
j|j 6=r
|Ar ∩Aj |. (13)
To complete the proof, we need to obtain the upper
bound in Eq. (9). But that follows trivially from
8the fact that the n-fold intersection between the sets
must be no larger than any pairwise intersection, and
consequently must also be no larger than the average
between all pairwise intersections:∣∣∣∣∣∣
n⋂
j=1
Aj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ minj|j 6=r (|Ar ∩Aj |) ≤ 1n− 1
∑
j|j 6=r
|Ar ∩Aj |.
(14)
This gives us the desired upper bound, and thus con-
cludes the proof.
Experimental details — Single photons are gen-
erated at 785 nm with a type-II PDC process. A
2-mm long Beta Barium Borate (BBO) crystal is
pumped with a 392.5 nm wavelength, 630 mW field,
obtained by second harmonic generation from a 180
fs duration, 76 MHz repetition rate, Ti:Sa pulsed
laser. Photons are spectrally filtered by means of
3 nm interferential filters and coupled into single-
mode fibers. The indistinguishability regime can be
obtained with a polarization compensation stage in-
fiber and using delay lines to control relative delay
between the paths. The delays are also employed
to change the photon distinguishability throughout
the experiment. Since the reference photon is dis-
tributed to all beam splitters in layer B and each
path must work independently, a further compen-
sation stage (HWP, QWP and PBS) was used for
one of the two arms. Collision events (i.e. outputs
with more than one photon per mode) are measured
by exploiting single-photon pseudo-number resolv-
ing (PNR) detectors in the collection stage. We em-
ployed low losses in-fiber multimode beam splitters
(FBS) with splitting ratios distributed in the range
(0.5-0.7) connected up to 8 avalanche photodiodes
(APDs) with an auxiliary detector for the trigger
photon. The measoured 4-fold events are then col-
lected with two electronic devices (ID800 by IdQuan-
tique) connected in parallel, driven by routines in
LabView and C.
Partial distinguishability and analysis of multi-
photon contribution of PDC sources on experimen-
tal data — Differences between the extremal distin-
guishability states ABA and AAB depend on the
partial distinguishability between photons belonging
to different pairs. More specifically, PDC sources
based on broadband pulses show a reduced purity of
the generated states due to the presence of spectral
correlations between photon pairs. Such feature lim-
its the quality of the interference between photons
belonging to different pairs. To overcome this issue
we employed interferential filters with ∆λ = 3 nm.
Another relevant aspect to consider when using
PDC sources is multi-photon emission, due to the
probabilistic nature of the PDC process. Indeed, by
increasing the pump power the probability of gen-
erating higher photon number terms cannot be ne-
glected:
|Ψ〉 ∼ |0, 0〉+ g |1, 1〉+ g2 |2, 2〉+ g3 |3, 3〉 , (15)
where g is the nonlinear gain of the source.
To correct for multi-pair emission, we exclude the
events forbidden by evolutions with only one photon
per input mode of the interferometer, and which can
be generated only by higher photon number terms.
Let us call Nb (Nnb) the sum of all bunching (non-
bunching) events and Nmp the sum of events due to
higher-order emissions. Therefore, the total number
of events is approximately N ∼ Nb + Nnb + Nmp.
By defining P ′nb = Nnb/(Nb + Nnb) as the number
of total 3-photon non-bunching events that do not
involve multi-pair emission, the correct values P ′b re-
ported in Fig. 3 of the main text are calculated as
P ′b = 1− P ′nb = 1−
Nnb
Nb +Nnb
. (16)
In our experiments, higher order terms comprise
about ∼ 3% of the collected events.
Witness bounds for implementations of interfer-
ometers with non-ideal reflectivities — The bounds
for the witness described in the main text were ob-
tained by considering ideal beam splitters in the im-
plementation for both layers A and B. Hence, both
QFT and Bj are built using cascades of ideal 50 : 50
beam splitters.
However, for non-ideal experimental implementa-
tions the actual values of the reflectivities (R) of
the beam splitters must be taken into account. To
include this aspect, new bounds are calculated by
considering non-ideal beam splitters BS(r) modeled
as
BS(r) =
(
r
√
1− r2√
1− r2 −r
)
, (17)
where r =
√
R. Let us now first discuss the case
of the experiment reported in the main text. In
this scenario, the QFT2×2 of the first layer is a
beam splitter with reflectivity RA = 0.49, while the
beam splitters Bj in layer B both have reflectivities
RB = 0.45. We calculated the new bounds consider-
ing the new unitary transformation U(Ri) that takes
into account these parameters. For a general reflec-
tivity 0 ≤ R ≤ 1, the bunching probability Pb of
having two photons injected in two different inputs
of a BS(r) is
P indb (R) = 4 (1−R)R P disb (R) = 2 (1−R)R,
(18)
9where P indb (R) and P
dis
b (R) are the case of indistin-
guishable and distinguishable particles respectively.
It is worth noting that any R 6= 0.5 results in
P indb < 1. By inserting the reflectivity values of
our experimental setup, we obtain P indb (RB) = 0.99.
The new bounds are calculated by considering each
beam splitter independently, and by weighting the
second layer with the splitting ratios of layer A. As
for the ideal case, the bound saturates when n − 1
photons are indistinguishable and only one is distin-
guishable from the others. Therefore, the threshold
considering the weights of layer A becomes
P˜b
∗
= RA P
ind
b (RB1) + (1−RA)P disb (RB2). (19)
By averaging over all possible
(
n
n−1
)−1 = 2 extremal
distinguishability scenarios where just one photon is
distinguishable from the reference photon, we obtain
the value P˜b = 0.742.
It is possible to generalize the witness bound also
for interferometers corresponding to n > 3. Let
us call Q˜p×p, with p = m/2, the unitary matrix
that approximates the QFT in layer A. Let us de-
fine set σ = {AA . . . AB,AA . . . BA, . . . , AB . . . A}
as the set of all possible extremal states in which
only a single photon is distinguishable from the ref-
erence photon. Finally, (1, p+ 1, . . . ,m) is the input
state for the test and R¯B = (R1, . . . , Rp) the set
of non-ideal reflectivities for the beam splitters in
layer B. Therefore, the threshold for higher dimen-
sions can be calculated as a weighted sum of bunch-
ing probabilities for each B(Rj), averaging over ex-
tremal states in set σ is
P˜b
∗
(R¯B) =
〈
|Q˜j′,1|2 P disb (Rj′)+
+
p∑
j=1
j 6=j′
|Q˜j,1|2 P indb (Rj)
〉
,
(20)
where Rj is the j
th beam splitter in layer B, and j′ is
the index of the beam splitter with the distinguish-
able photon. We now show that P ∗ bound is maxi-
mum when the reflectivities correspond to the ideal
case. Indeed, if we consider the terms in Eq. (18),
we observe that each beam splitter contribution is
upper bounded by the ideal reflectivity. Thus, it
follows that, given a positive sum of these contribu-
tions (where
∑p
i=1 |Qi,1|2 = 1), P ∗(Ri) for each Ri is
maximized by ideal values: Ri = 0.5 ∀i. Therefore,
the value obtained with real beam splitters is upper-
bounded by the threshold assuming perfect optical
elements, so that a violation of the ideal threshold
guarantees the presence of genuine n-photon indis-
tinguishability.
